Trial & Error – Death & Disease Edition
“THE EXTINCTION OF AN ILLNESS IN A PATIENT OR THE EXTINCTION OF THE PATIENT HIMSELF”

! It is recommended that each player print their own set of the Player specific Cards
(“PlayerCards.pdf”)
! Info and Game mode cards are found in the “GeneralCards.pdf”
Ideas& Brainstorm:
‐ Like a card game
‐ GGJ Achievements; Bits and Pieces: The game has both physical and digital elements.
‐ Make prompts which tell the player to remove all cards after turn etc.
‐ Poker card sized play cards: 88,9 mm high and 63,5 mm wide (300dpi).
‐ You first choose the treatment; depended on the card you may get prompted with a list of
available body parts to choose.
‐ Each card type is marked with its own colors and the type written on the back.
Cards:
‐ WHITE ‐ General Info cards(one explaining general game info, one introducing the
production team and its members etc…)
‐ WHITE ‐ Game modes cards (one for each game mode, used when choosing game modes)
‐ //Player number cards (for the digitalmultiplayer modes)
‐ 4 Patient cards (used in multiplayer card‐only version)
‐ Diagnostics cards (MRI, x‐ray, (cat‐scan?) blood sample, biopsy, physical examination)
‐ Treatment cards (medicines, surgeries, amputations; information on the treatment, its side
effects and fun‐fact)
‐ Illness cards (information on the illness, its symptoms and the treatment and fun‐fact; also
used in Mengele modes as playing cards)
‐ Body area cards (to define the body part you want to diagnose or treat)
Game modes:
‐ The Doctor mode: one player turn based
‐ Second‐opinion mode: all players try to treat the same patient; turn‐based, winner is the
one which does the final treatment which heals the patient. Each round the order of the
players is randomized.
‐ Hospital mode: all players have their own patient, and the goal is to be first to treat the
patient. If one person uses the cat‐scan it will be unavailable for a whole round to all players.
‐ Mengele’s Practice Mode: Hold the patient near to death as long as possible by treating the
patient and injecting new illnesses without killing the patient; the winner is based who
managed to inflict the most pain, hold the patient alive the longest and infect the patient
with the most illnesses.
‐ There’s only one Mengele (Secret Mengele) Mode (minimum 4 players): One random player
is chosen to play as Mengele, and inflicts new illnesses (available only every third round) and

wrong treatments with the goal to prevent the patient from becoming cured, while the other
players tries to cure the patient.

General game‐play:
1. Pick a game mode using appropriate cards
2. Each round starts by showing the patient and a card with the medical personnel’s initial
observations and symptoms, as well as initial stats like blood pressure and pulse, respiration
etc.
3. The player choose which diagnostics tools to use on the patient, time is of the essence, so
the player does not have time to use all of them.
4. After running a diagnostics tool the player gets prompted with the results, i.e. an x‐ray image
with a short explanation (“we found a tumor in the lower right thigh”).
5. Each turn the player can choose whether or not to continue running diagnostics or
treatments.
6. You have a certain amount of time before the player dies; each action takes a certain amount
of time, which decreases the time left for each turn.
7. If you administer wrong treatment, the anti‐treatment is automatically administered, you get
a warning prompt and the time left is significantly decreased.
8. It is always clear how sick the patient is through the pulse and blood pressure equipment and
the time left.
Time:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

A patient dies after9 hours
Wrong treatment takes 3 hours of the patients life
Blood Sample takes 1 hour
Physical takes 1 hour
X‐ray/ct‐scan takes 3 hours
Mri takes 4 hours
Biopsy takes 1 hour
Endoscopy takes 3 hours
ECG takes 1 hour – “as usual the ECG‐machine has broken down so we have to bring one
from the other”
Ultrasound takes 2 hours –
Passing your round takes 1 hour

Playing multiplayer modes with cards only:
‐ Works for The hospital
‐ The Hospital (minimum 3players):minimum 2doctors with 1 patient card each; the 9 squares
representing hours left before the patient dies.1 player is administrator and draws/holds the
patients’ disease‐cards.
‐ Mengele’s Practice (minimum 3 players): up to 6 Mengele’s
‐ There’s only one Mengele (minimum 3 players)

Overview:
The game is made for one game master and minimum two players. There is no upper limit to players
(within reason of course). The game starts with players beeing assigned a patient. The game master
then draws a disease for each patient and keeps them hidden from the players. The players then take
turns using diagnostic cards to figure out what is worng with their patient. The Game Master relays to
players the results of the tests. Each patient has a fixed amount of time left to live and each action
deducts form this timer. Thus the players have to prioretize wich tests to run. When the players are
confident in wich disease the patient has, they choose a treatment by selecting the right disease card.
Choosing the wrong treatment can be catastrophic.
There are variations of the gameplay described in the rulesheets.

You start the game knowing two symptoms tormenting your patient.

Game modes
The Doctor:
One player with one patient. Successfully cure the patient to win.
Second Opinion:
All players work on one patient. Be last to treat the patient to win.
The Hospital:
Each player has their own patient. Be the first to treat the patient to win.
Mengele’s Practice:
Each player has their own patient. Inflict the most and longest pain to win.
There’s only one Mengele:
One player tries to torture the patient while the rest tries to cure the patient.

Cards
Disease Cards:
There are eight different diseases introduced so far. Use a disease card when you think you know
what is wrong with your patient to cure the disease. A wrong treatment will take three hours to
conduct.
Ischemic Stroke

Heart Attack
Heroin Overdose
Anaphylactic Shock
Tuberculosis
Appendicitis
Malaria
Tertiary Syphilis

Examination cards:
There are eight available examinations, each taking a specified amount of time. Each disease card will
let you know which diagnostic examinations are revealing how many symptoms.
Physical

1 hour

X‐Ray/CT Scan

3 hours

Biopsy

1 hour

Endoscopy

3 hours

MRI

4 hours

ECG

1 hour

Blood Sample

1 hour

Ultrasound

2 hours
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